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difficult it'is to come to a conclusion just when one should attempt
nephrectomny and when one should not. 'Nephrectomy should never be
done on ja bad kidney until we know the other is competent to do the
work. I have removed, with fatal results, one kidney, where the other
was almost as bad. If catheterization shows both kidneys diseased we
are ;hardly justified in removing what we deem to be the worse of the
two. With regard to the treatment of renal tuberculosis, Dr. Arn-
strong has raised a point which has been much discussed, and it .does
seem rather radical treatment to remove a whole kidney for what turns
out to be a very small lesion. It has been pointed. out that when a
patient has renal turberculosis he will very shortly get tuberculosis of
the ¡bladder-a termination one hardly would wish for and for which
so little can be done. We must be prepared t'o take rather greater riskE
, the kidney in order to get rid of a tubercular cystifis. On the other
hond, the English surgeons are conservative, and Ienry Morris advo-
cates splitting the kidney, takingcare to control all homorrhage, and
dng a partial nephrectomy, removing only the small piece of diseased
kidney tissue. This might be done in more of our cases instead of a
complete nephrectomy, and with perhaps, better results and certainly
less risk.

W. GAnDNER, M.D.:--I wish to add my word of, admiration forthis
splendid piece of work with reference to the' questiôn of._operatïon for
tuberculosis of the kidney-or other organ or. viscus, and the joints. I
should like to ask if it has been the experience of:any members of the
Society that such intervention has been speedily followed by general-
ized tuberculosis or acute tuberculosis in some other, perhaps distant
organ as for instance the brain., I have seen somewhere the. opinion
expressed that such is sometimes the case. Some years ago, I opened
n large acute intraperitoneal tûberculons collection of. pus. 'At the
time of operation. the patient,"a giir-l , 6,'had high tmerature. A
few days after operation she devel>ed tube-cular menigitis which
ran a typical course to death in' three :weéks'.

M. AUTERMAN:--I note by thchaYrtsthat thrE is only one instance
in which the freezing" point ,of thé urine was recorded and I would like
to ask Dr. CampbelPs opinion of this niethod and whether he .has used
it at all regularly and if he has n piion as ào liethe the .nmethod
bar proved all: that has' been claimedfor, it.

(To be' côntinued.)
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